Public

AGENDA
HIGHWAY 93 SOUTH CORRIDOR PLAN
STEERING COMMITTEE
April 12, 2021
The regular meeting of the Highway 93 South Corridor Plan Steering Committee will be
held on Monday, April 12, 2021 at 2:00 p.m. via Webex.
To attend the Meeting and provide live comment via WebEx on your computer, tablet, or
smartphone, go to the following web address and join the meeting 5 minutes prior to its
scheduled start:

https://cityofwhitefish.webex.com/cityofwhitefish/j.php?MTID=m7387757e5b8988a19d
d4e5d9608c9928
Meeting Number: 187 027 3531

Password: a9WJFDUXu33
•

For the Audio Conference Call option: call one of the numbers below and enter the
access code.
•
•

United States Toll call-in number: 1-408-418-9388
United States Toll Free: (From a land line phone) 1-844-992-4726
Access code: 187 027 3531
We encourage individuals to provide written public comment to the Planning & Building
Department hlindh@cityofwhitefish.org or deliver by 12:00 p.m. April 12, at City Hall in the
Utility Drop Box. Written comments should include name and address, and be short, concise,
and polite. All written comments received by 12:00 p.m. will be provided to the Committee
members. At the end of "live" public comment, city staff will read the name and address of
individuals providing written comments and their comments.

The agenda for the meeting will be:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Call to Order
Approval of Minutes from February 2021 Meeting
Action: City Council Emergency Ordinance 21-03, Boards and Committees May
Continue to Meet Remotely
Review Draft Plan and Appendices
Public Comment
Next Steps
Public Comment
Adjournment

Principles for Civil Dialogue
• We provide a safe environment where
individual perspectives are respected, heard
and acknowledged.

• We are responsible for respectful and courteous dialogue
and participation.

• We respect diverse opinions as a means to find solutions
based on common ground.

• We encourage and value broad community participation.
• We encourage creative approaches to engage public
participation.

• We value informed decision-making and take personal
responsibility to educate and be educated.

• We believe that respectful public dialogue fosters healthy
community relationships, understanding, and problemsolving.

• We acknowledge, consider and respect the natural
tensions created by collaboration, change and transition.

• We follow the rules and guidelines established for each
meeting.

Highway 93S Corridor Steering Committee
DRAFT Meeting #24 Minutes
February 11, 2021
2:00 pm, WebEx Virtual Meeting

In Attendance:
Committee Members: Mark Pascoli, June Hanson, John Muhlfeld, Marilyn Nelson, Roger Sherman, Ryan
Hennen (Steve Kane, Scott Freudenberger, Justin Lawrence absent)
Rhonda Fitzgerald, Mayre Flowers also present
Staff: Dave Taylor, Hilary Lindh

AF
T

A. Meeting called to order at 2:10 pm
B. Approved January 4, 2021 meeting minutes
C. Committee Review of Draft Chapter 7 with Public Comment
Steve Kane was unable to attend the meeting but provided comments via email to be shared with the
committee (appended to these minutes).

D

R

Intro and City Actions
Hilary discussed the intent and organization of the chapter.
Marilyn had a question about revising the architectural review standards for multi-tenant buildings. She
did not want the plan to imply these spaces are for small retail and she asked whether multi-tenant
buildings are currently allowed in the WB-2. Staff stated the code does not restrict the number of
tenants in a commercial building and gave examples of existing multi-tenant buildings in the corridor. All
mention of multi-tenant buildings in earlier chapters have been revised to clarify that these types of
buildings may only contain uses currently permitted in the WB-2, and no new uses are proposed.
Marilyn also asked, as did Steve, about the Special Provisions to Lots. Hilary explained this would apply
to existing businesses where the buildings are setback far from the highway and there is an overlay large
parking lot in front. There is potential that a second, smaller building, or what is called a “liner” building,
could be constructed along the highway frontage to break up the view of the parking lot. The revisions
to the regulation would make this an administrative rather than a regular conditional use to encourage
and provide incentives for these additions to break up the strip like feel of the WB-2.
John asked whether the number of actions that staff would be committing to over the next 20 years to
implement this plan is realistic. Dave and Hilary said the near-term (1-2 years after plan adoption) City
actions, of which there are eight, can be realistically completed as suggested. Actions that involve other
agencies will take longer and depend on City staff as well as those agencies.
Mark asked, as did Steve, if it would be possible to add estimated costs for each of the actions. Staff
responded that many of the City actions are administrative and the cost is only the time allocated for
staff to complete them. There may be cost estimates available for some of the Whitefish River trail
connections that are included in the Connect Whitefish Plan, which the Parks Department is
implementing. If available, those costs could be added, although some of those improvements might be
funded by adjacent land developers. City costs for MDT projects would be very difficult to estimate since
we do not know when they will be constructed, which federal or state funds would be used, or what
proportion of that the City would need to match. Marilyn noted that a high-cost project might be an
1

excuse not to pursue the community vision and she was okay with not including estimates. The
committee generally agreed that adding cost estimates for MDT projects is not necessary.
John then requested more of a description of what amending the annexation policy would involve.
Hilary and Dave explained how, if City policy regarding the location of the urban growth boundary ever
changes, the annexation policy would encourage petitioners for annexation of commercial property to
either use the PUD process or propose conditional zoning consistent with the transitional nature of the
corridor south of Highway 40 and the community vision for the area.

AF
T

Public Comment
Rhonda asked about the revisions to parking standards and asked that the concept of parking behind
buildings be included. Hilary noted that the mixed-use and non-residential (i.e., commercial)
development standards were recently adopted, and they do require parking behind or to the side of the
building but have not been in place long enough yet to see any results. Rhonda was concerned that the
architectural review standards for multi-tenant buildings will be a back door for small retail to be
introduced to the corridor. She stated that the new transitional zone or district for Segment A should be
developed in tandem with a downtown-wide overlay (not just an overlay for the WR-4), as was
described in the Downtown Master Plan. She was not in favor of changing the Special Provisions for Lots
to require an administrative rather than regular CUP. She thought the landscaping setback for the WB-2
should be greater than the proposed 25-feet. For the Canoe Park improvements, she did not think those
should be tied to the Spokane River bridge project. And finally, she asked about the order the actions
are presented and thought they might better reflect the timing of the actions.
Mayre suggested an appendix with a timeline of implementing the three corridor plans be included. She
also asked about whether and how a PUD would trigger the Legacy Homes Program requirements for
affordable housing.

D

R

City-County Actions
June asked if the relationship has improved at all over the past two years, and John replied that, if
anything, it has gotten worse since Whitefish no longer has a Commissioner representing it at the
County.
Marilyn asked Mayre if she had any relevant information about the County. Mayre described some of
the current state legislation being considered and noted it would be good for the City to collaborate
with the County on some of the issues. She thought it would be good for the City to comment on more
of the rezoning applications in the County. John also noted some proposed legislation that would place a
time limit on interlocal agreements.
Marilyn liked the idea of fostering dialogue with the County by working with the other cities in the
valley.
Public Comment
Rhonda also liked the idea of fostering dialogue by working with the other cities in the valley. She thinks
the idea of a zoning compliance permit for the County should be a City action, rather than City-County.
Marilyn believed the timeline for a zoning compliance permit should be shortened, and the City could
speed the process by providing the County with some draft language to be used. June agreed with the
suggestion.
City-MDT Actions
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Marilyn asked about including a road extension from Flathead Avenue/18th Street to Karrow Avenue.
Hilary noted that is beyond the corridor study area.
June asked about the timing of the Spokane Avenue improvements considering the City’s needs to
replace a water main. Hilary explained the timeline in the context of MDT processes.

AF
T

Public Comment
Rhonda said that since the plan mentions extension of Greenwood Drive east of the corridor study area,
it could also mention an extension of 13th/Flathead to Karrow Avenue. She wanted the timing of the
Baker Avenue improvements, including designating it as a truck route, to occur simultaneously or before
the Spokane Avenue project. They are included in other adopted plans and should be moved up in
priority.
Public-Private Partnership Actions
No committee comments.

R

Public Comment
Rhonda stated a tourist trolley is undesirable. John did not think the language used (hop on/hop off
service) indicated a trolley and said the Council has no interest in trolleys; he was not concerned about
that possible interpretation.

D

D. Features to be Included in New Segment A Rendering
Hilary shared a drone photo of the river crossing and explained why that perspective could show all of
the features the committee has indicated are important in Chapters 5 and 6 of the plan. The committee
favored an image with the river centered rather than off to the side. Marilyn suggested zooming in on
the crossing and showing a “before” image with the “after” image since it is a perspective no one ever
sees. The committee discussed using a perspective that everyone is more familiar with but decided
fewer features would be visible.
Public Comment
Rhonda stated the furnishings should be consistent with other Whitefish/downtown furnishings.
E. Next Meeting
The next meeting was tentatively scheduled for the end of March, contingent on when a full draft of the
plan is available for committee review. Staff will aim to provide up to a month for review. The revised
rendering may not be available in that time frame and would be included in the next draft.
F. Adjournment – 3:50 pm

3

Highway 93 South Corridor Plan
Steering Committee Comments on Draft Chapters and How Addressed

Meeting Date
8/17/2020

Chapter
Ch. 1-3

8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020

8/17/2020

3

1

Comment
include glossary of terms used for lay people

Pascoli

3.6 added text to acknowledge uncertainty,
summarized some of the initial trends reported by local
businesses and NMAR; added caveat about future
unknowns

suggest narrative acknowledge uncertainty, include caveats Pascoli, Kane, Hanson

3.6 added text to acknowledge uncertainty,
summarized some of the initial trends reported by local
businesses and NMAR; added caveat about future
unknowns
Deleted "the corridor aesthetic begins to change into a
somewhat typical commercial strip type of
development." Deleted "with no medians to soften the
sea of asphalt". Deleted "powerlines and cobra-style
lights tangle the view overhead." Deleted "Hotels
sprout up on either side like foothills. Several vacant
buildings and overgrown empty lots sour the
impression but speak of future redevelopment
opportunity."
removed quote, benefits of roundabouts are included
in Ch. 5 sidebar
added paragraph describing relationship between GP,
DMP, and corridor plans

remove leading language, "no medians to soften expanse of Pascoli
asphalt"

quote about roundabout used on page 10 not appropriate, Hanson and committee
replace
include more narrative in Growth Policy and Downtown
committee
Master Plan summaries to capture desire relationship
between downtown and corridor
include context to illustrate how Growth Policy, Downtown Hanson
Master Plan, and Corridor Plan relate to each other

2

8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020

1, 3

8/17/2020

3

incorporate goals of Climate Action Plan

10/19/2020

4

p. 50 Seg B issues, lack of small lease space for starter
Nelson
business - might encourage development of multi-tenant
buildings that can't be filled with uses that conform with
zoning
tools listed imply desire for second retail district in corridor; nelson
explicitly state types of businesses that could go in small
lease spaces

5

How addressed
Will review document for complex words and see if
explanations or synonyms are warranted

acknowledge/consider that background data related to
Nelson
employment, economic diversity and vitality, tourism and
visitor spending, permanent v. seasonal residents have all
been affected by COVID in ways we can't measure now and
may not know for some time

8/17/2020

10/19/2020

By whom

Kane and committee

added/modified discussion p. 1 and added paragraph
describing relationship between GP, DMP, and corridor
plans p. 17
added CAP to Ch. 3 and added statement/sidebar in
Ch. 6
types of businesses that could go in small lease spaces
added to bullet in Ch. 4 and to text in Ch. 5. Added
statement that permitted uses in the WB-2 would not
change to text in Ch. 6 and 7
there was no mention of adding retail uses to the WB-2
in the draft dated 9.14.20 - narrative in the intro that
discussed downtown as serving visitors and corridor as
serving local was removed for the 10.23.20 draft; there
was also a discussion of the environmental benefits
(reduced vehicle trips, shared impermeable parking,
shared heating, etc.) of multi-tenant buildings. Types
of businesses that could go in small lease spaces have
since been added to p. 50 and 74

10/19/2020

4

renderings are of known places, but existing businesses not committee
acknowledged- should show buildings where they are now

under revision

10/19/2020

4

Hanson

under revision

10/19/2020

4

Nelson

added photo of flowers along bridge railing, added to
segment A Goal 7

10/19/2020

4

Kane

added, also see Transportation goals in Ch. 6

10/19/2020

4

Pascoli

moved Vision statement entirely to end for Seg B

10/19/2020

4

Kane

done

10/19/2020

4

Seg B rendering development much denser than discussed,
lacking green space
bridge sidebar - could include flowers for the gateways, with
Heart of WF or a south corridor business community
committing to maintain
Seg B add bullets under Transportation Opps to combine
highway accesses
move Vision statement completely at end of each segment,
or to beginning of each segment
Seg C acknowledge development at NE corner of Hwy 40
intersection
Seg C under annexation bullet, include limitations of city
services - extent to which they could be extended in furture

Kane

done

10/19/2020

4

11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020

5

focus on what we can do in Segment C given it's outside City Nelson
jurisdiction - include a call to action to the community
regarding land acquisition
revised renderings: Seg A better but focus should be on
Nelson
bridge replacing culverts; Seg B rendering remains
problematic because buildings shown are not representative
of what the public wants. Survey responses indicate people
want more restaurants, coffee shops, green spaces, trails,
etc., not multi-use buildings. zoning doesn't allow retail, so
what would go in them?

see Ch. 6

adding retail space is implied - do not want to spark conflict Muhlfeld
between downtown and corridor

there was no mention of adding retail uses to the WB-2
in the draft dated 9.14.20 - narrative in the intro that
discussed downtown as serving visitors and corridor as
serving local was removed for the 10.23.20 draft; there
was also a discussion of the environmental benefits
(reduced vehicle trips, shared impermeable parking,
shared heating, etc.) of multi-tenant buildings. Types
of businesses that could go in small lease spaces have
since been added to p. 50 and 74

page #

25-29

25-29

2

10, 69
17

1, 17
25, 81

50, 74, 80, 92

50, 74

45, 77
47, 53
53
60
60

85-88

under revision

50, 65, 74
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11/2/2020

whole plan

hope plan reflects committee debate about land use within Pascoli
corridor and not completely shut the door on retail in
corridor

11/2/2020

whole plan

situation has changed dramatically in last 8 months;
economic analysis and demographic changes need to be
incorporated into plan

11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020

whole plan

11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020

5

11/2/2020

5

11/2/2020

11/2/2020

5

5

11/2/2020

5

11/2/2020

5

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

Nelson

Seg B rendering - still shows denser development than what Hanson
people want
wants spreadsheet showing how committee comments are Nelson
incorporated into draft plan
Seg B rendering - remove cluster of buildings in center of
Nelson, Sherman, Hanson
block and replace with green space/outdoor seating/dining
options; add mix of building heights, so some single story
add captions to all photos since public will likely just look at Pascoli
them rather than read all text
remove reference to "strip", replace with Gateway Corridor Nelson, Pascoli, Hanson
(or clarify how strip is what we don't want and Gateway
Corridor is what we do want)

p 65 description of downtown - corridor relationship; add
they each have different functions and the relationship is
synergistic (corridor does not support downtown)

Nelson

p. 68 signal spacing - light at Greenwood not realistic

Nelson

p. 74 multi-tenant buildings are not consistent with the
vision - do not want little town centers. Make community
vision - pictures - plan all consistent.
add paragraph in intro about how unusual it is for WF to
have preserved its downtown

Nelson

Nelson

Seg A Goal 4 Obj 2 - Baker Avenue needs to be identified as Muhlfeld, committee
the alternate truck route
reorder goals and objectives to better reflect priorities
Pascoli, Kane, committee
revise Seg A Goal 10 and Seg B Goal 8 drought resistant
landscaping requirement

Seg A Goal 9 do not promote commercial uses along river
due to floodplain and WQ ordinance setbacks

Pascoli, Nelson (on 1/4)
committee

Muhlfeld, committee

12/7/2020
12/7/2020

6
6

Seg B Transp - add goal to reduce speed
Seg B future land use map - why is Baker alignment not at
back of commercially zoned properties

1/4/2021

6

add more emphasis or a new goal to segment A, B, maybe C M. Nelson, M. Pascoli, and
about a hop on/hop off bus service with more frequent bus committee
stops/shelters; include in Impementation Activities

1/4/2021

6

Kane, Pascoli
Muhlfeld

other committee members have indicated they do not
want to add any retail uses - no change unless there is
more committee discussion and a vote directing
otherwise
3.6 added text to acknowledge uncertainty,
summarized some of the initial trends reported by local
businesses and NMAR; added caveat about future
unknowns
under revision
done
under revision

done
modified 5.1 Tools to Improve the Whitefish Gateway
Corridor, This chapter contains tools to improve its
form and function, including re-branding the “strip”
into what we will call the “Whitefish Gateway
Corridor”.
added "The downtown commercial core and the
Highway 93 South commercial corridor each serve a
unique function in the community and benefits from
the success of the other. This synergistic relationship is
promoted by maintaining each commercial area's
distinct functions."
past discussion between Public Works, MDT about
moving signal, widening Greenwood, a future potential
extension of Greenwood east across river to Monegan
Road indicate otherwise; expanded discussion of signal
spacing and added clarification that changes to signals
would only occur when traffic volumes warrant it
Types of currently permited businesses that could go in
small lease spaces have since been added to p. 50 and
74
added "This approach has helped Whitefish, unlike
other small western towns, retain and preserve an
authentic downtown core."
done

Goal revised to, "Review requirements for commercial
landscaping to use a mix of native species with minimal
watering requirements. The intent is to minimize need
for irrigation and support the City’s water
conservation ordinance."
The committee oringally suggested developing a
riverwalk with commercial uses. Based on the apparent
shift in opinion, the commercial objective has been
removed since a linear public space or river walk is
already covered by objective 1: develop the river trail
for recreation, transportation, public access to open
space, river and river habitat.
Added to Goal 4, Objective 2
topography, current development patterns, and
existing ROW the City has already obtained for the
future road dictate otherwise
In Segment A, added objective to Goal 4: Facilitate
development of frequently spaced bus pull-outs and
shelters with hop-on/hop-off bus service. In Segment
B, modified objective to read as above and moved
further up list under Goal 5. Park and ride lots moved
to obj 6. Kept Seg C goal a transit goal.

M. pascoli, J. Hanson; others Reordered with timeline of potential action considered.
not in favor and want it to
Requesting a speed study can be done in the next year
stay as is.
while a roundabout is at least 10-20 years out.

6

revise Seg C Goal 12 language about drought resistant
landscaping

M. Nelson, committee

1/4/2021

6

Seg B Goal 4 Obj 4 - difficulties with signal at Greenwood

M.Nelson

65

65

68

50, 74

65
77

re-ordered to some extent

Seg C Goal 8 Obj 1 roundabouts- consider moving further
down list

1/4/2021

25-29

Objective changed to "Encourage a mix of native
species, especially those with reduced watering
needs."
past discussion between Public Works, MDT about
moving signal, widening Greenwood, a future potential
extension of Greenwood east across river to Monegan
Road indicate otherwise; however, deleted sentence
since not necessary

77, 81, 83

77

80
84

77, 80, 86-7

86

87

80
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1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

all

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021
2/11/2021

7
7

2/11/2021

2/11/2021

7

7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021
2/11/2021

7
7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

Seg B Goal 5 Obj 5 - regardless of tourist aspect, would be
M.Nelson
beneficial to move people between corridor and downtown

keep public comments in mind, and make sure plan reflects M.Nelson
those comments
can cost to public be estimated for some of the identified
S. Kane, M. Pascoli
actions?

p. 93 upper left - missing goal number
M. Pascoli
p. 90 3rd paragraph on left, last sentence, suggest following S. Kane
language, "…February 2025 and will take many years to
accumulate sufficient funding to purchase land…"
p. 91, top right panel, add requirement for parking to rear of S. Kane
building

p. 92 bottom left panel Special Provisions to Lots needs
clarification

S. Kane, M. Nelson

modified objective: "Facilitate development of
frequently spaced bus pull-outs and shelters with hopon/hop-off bus service" and moved further up list
under Goal 5.
agreed
There are 2017 estimates for path
segments/connections in the Connect WF Plan that
could be added to the action items involving Whitefish
Trail. There are no plans or estimates for Canoe Park
improvements. Estimates for MDT hwy projects would
be premature.
added
done

80

93
90

in 2020 newly required in Special Provisions for MixedUses and Non-Residential (commercial) Building
Development Standards, but has not had enough time
to result in new designs
clarified, "In locations where the primary building is set
back far from the highway and there is an overlay large
parking lot in front, the City could encourage addition
of a second, smaller building, or what is called a “liner”
building, along the highway frontage to break up the
view of the parking lot. The special provisions for lots
should be revised to allow addition of a second use in
the form of a “liner” building on properties with overly
large parking lots in Segment B with an administrative
conditional use permit"

p. 96 bottom right panel, add Kalispell to action, they may S. Kane
have public transit provider that could help us expand
service
p. 98 top left panel, second sentence needs a space
S. Kane
p. 92 top left panel, concern about allowing small retail uses M. Nelson

public transit in Kalispell is provided by Eagle
Transit/Mountain Climber, a County agency

The timeline for a County zoning compliance permit should M. Nelson, J. Hanson
be more near term and the City should draft language for
the County.
include road extension from 13th St/Flathead Ave/18th St to M. Nelson
Karrow Ave

changed timeline to 1-2 years to make request; not
feasible for City to draft the language for the County

ok
Clarified only allows uses currently permitted in WB-2

It's an important connection but outside the plan
boundary - will leave this for the Trans Plan Update
currently under way. Greenwood extension is
somewhat different in that the City owns the land that
would be involved, and the west side of any new river
crossing is within the plan boundary.

91

92

97
98
92
94
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Meeting Date

Chapter

8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020
8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020

3

8/17/2020

1, 3

8/17/2020

2

10/19/2020

10/19/2020

4

4

Comment

How addressed

Corridor plan vs. Transportation plan
update - which to inform the other?
Trans plan update consultants could
inform this plan with tools and
alternatives
balance quote about roundabouts with
benefits of them
strengthen description of Downtown
Master Plan and its relatedness to
corridor plan
better integrate Climate Action Plan
goals
include tools to help expand road
network in plan
consider need for semi-truck deliveries
to businesses when discussing raised
median
economic trends and types of
businesses community can support
have all changed since start of planning
process; consider removing entire
economic section of plan
discuss hierarchy of different plans

The corridor plan will inform the transportation plan
update; consultants can analyze the transportation
recommendations from the corridor plan using best data
and models available and provide further guidance

call out main themes identified by
public

MDT did not prefer the Modified Alt C
(Offset), it was one of two options, only
carried forward due to cost of new
bridge in the other option
MDT statement that 2-way cycle tracks
along Spokane would be unsafe is
untrue

10/19/2020

4

Park concept on p. 46 would be
impacted by a new 7th Street bridge

10/19/2020

4

P. 47 opportunities - statement that 3
driving lanes with tree retention is
possible is not true

10/19/2020

4

10/19/2020

4

10/19/2020

4
4

10/19/2020

4

10/19/2020

4

10/19/2020

4

10/19/2020

4

10/19/2020

4

10/19/2020

4

Seg A rendering is counterproductive
and easily misunderstood; don't show
3rd driving lane because it's
inconsistent with Downtown Master
Plan; show existing buildings as is;
instead focus rendering on river
crossing with new bridge
Segment B statement about several
multi-family develops adjacent to the
highway is inaccurate: there are a few
and they are set back from highway
Seg B small lease spaces would be
inconsistent with the intent of the WB2 zoning
Seg B light manufacturing already
added as an admin CUP; bullet about it
should be revised to reflect
Seg B opportunity for landscaped
medians should be moved to top of
bullet list
add call to action for Seg C and demand
the County enforce its zoning
the plan needs bold statements; the
transportation plan should inform the
corridor plan with technical
information
Seg B rendering should be revised to
better reflect vision of public (more
open space/trees), regardless of cost
concern about another WF shopping
area seems contrary to what is being
developed in housing north of 40 - City
should encourage salons, retail stores,
restaurants, etc. so residents can walk
for the services and entertainment
without getting in a car - or just go for a
walk with trees, open space
committee desire for almost no
commercial development on south end

removed quote, benefits of roundabouts are included in
sidebar Ch. 5
added paragraph describing relationship between GP,
DMP, and corridor plans p. 17
added CAP to Ch. 3 and added statement/sidebar in Ch. 6
Ch. 7 introduction includes tools with paragraph on how
road network typically expanded
Ch. 5 raised median narrative includes caveat that
business access must be considered
3.6 added text to acknowledge uncertainty, summarized
some of the initial trends reported by local businesses
and NMAR; added caveat about future unknowns
added/modified discussion p. 1 and added paragraph
describing relationship between GP, DMP, and corridor
plans p. 17
Added language to section 2.2 to describe the main
themes identified by the public, "Several themes emerged
which served to shape the vision, goals, and objectives for
the corridor." There is also discussion of this in intro to
Ch. 4.
text adjusted to "Modified Alt C (Offset) was also
considered a viable and practical alternative due to
reduced cost"
revised to "Given the number and frequency of streets a
two-way bike lane along Spokane Avenue would need to
cross, one-way bike lanes on either side of the highway
should also be considered."
A lot of things would be impacted by a bridge there-but
impacts to the park from a future bridge are added to the
caption.
the ROW is 70-ft wide; it may be possible, revised
transportation opportunities to "potentially a 3rd driving
lane while retaining or adding more street trees and
landscaping"
under revision

changed to, "some multi-family apartment projects ...".
This is relative to older single-family well removed from
the highway, which is accurate. Deleted "adjacent to the
highway" from last sentence of first paragraph and
included detached as well as attached single-family.
Types of currently permitted businesses that could go in
small lease spaces have since been added to p. 50 and 74
deleted bullet
there was a bullet under issues that listed absence of a
landscaped median; this was modified and moved near
the top of the opportunities list
language in Ch. 6 goals and objectives states need for
County to enforce its own zoning
see Ch. 6; the corridor plan will inform the transportation
plan update; consultants can analyze the transportation
recommendations from the corridor plan using best data
and models available and provide further guidance
under revision

page

10, 69
17
25, 81

Committee
comment?

yes
yes
yes

90
66-67
yes
25-29

1, 17

yes

8, 43

44

44, 45, 47

46

47
yes

49

50, 74

yes

50
52
85

yes
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11/2/2020
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11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020
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11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020

4

11/2/2020
11/2/2020

4
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11/2/2020

5

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

of town is a concern- property owners
have invested there for a reason. The
"Call for Action" to stop any more
development in that area- what is
better option for commercial
properties at the junction of 2 major
highways?
Seg A rendering should focus on bridge;
Seg B should be oriented on highway
features, less on land use to side - show
more boulevard and trees
p. 49 Seg B issues - not clear where
inconsistencies between zoning and
future land uses are
p. 50 corridor lacks entertainment; lack
of small lease spaces - are these really
issues?
p. 52 opportunity for affordable
housing - clarify single family, not multifamily
p. 53 Seg B vision talks about open
spaces, but issue section says there's
little available land for open space make consistent
renderings do not reflect what people
want
p. 67 green space in ROW - include
details about agreement with MDT for
that green space; landscaping and
setbacks could be consistent on both
sides of highway
agree with Marilyn re: function and
synergistic relationship between
downtown and corridor; businesses fail
in corridor regardless of whether in
Mall or not; agrees with using term
Gateway Corridor rather than strip
p.43 don't forget to mention WR-4
neighborhood
clarify bikes accommodated on Baker,
not Spokane
Seg A vision, add historic character
Seg B rendering should show mature
trees retained at old hospital site
WB-2 needs larger setback for
landscaping

Seg A Goal 4 Obj 2 - Baker Avenue
needs to be identified as the alternate
truck route
reorder goals and objectives to better
reflect priorities
revise Seg A Goal 10 and Seg B Goal 8
drought resistant landscaping
requirement
Seg A Goal 9 do not promote
commercial uses along river due to
floodplain and WQ ordinance setbacks

chapter is too broad/general without
actions or priorities identified
Seg A proposed transitional overlay
zone or sub-district needs to include
more details about what it would be
anytime a map is presented with
proposed changes, also include the
existing condition in same location

12/7/2020

6

Seg A Goal 1 Obj 1 add grassy
boulevard - trees not enough

12/7/2020

6

Seg A Goal 2 Obj 1 transitional zone
should be reworded to clarify that the
residential zone isn't just adjacent to
the segment, the segment leads
directly into the residential zone (same
for implementing action item)
Seg A - include transportation goal to
reduce speed on Spokane Ave

12/7/2020

6

under revision

see maps in Ch. 6

yes

82, 87

yes, according to survey responses and economic analysis
there is an opportunity for both types of housing
environment and open space issues, revised 1st bullet
such that statement is not about availability of land, but
rather existence of open/green space right now

52

under revision
In the WB-2, the front yard setback is 20-feet but not all
properties adjacent to highway have the highway as their
"front". In Segment B goals, added a bullet to Objective 2
to add a Highway 93 landscaping setback to WB-2. Also
added to implementation activities.
added "The downtown commercial core and the Highway
93 South commercial corridor each serve a unique
function in the community and benefits from the success
of the other. This synergistic relationship is promoted by
maintaining each commercial area's distinct functions."
added "residential neighborhood" to the north
revised to clarify conditions on Spokane vs. Baker
added "maintain its historic character and"
under revision
In the WB-2, the front yard setback is 20-feet but not all
properties adjacent to highway have the highway as their
"front". In Segment B goal 1, added a bullet to Objective 2
to add a Highway 93 landscaping setback of 25-ft to WB2. Also added to implementation activities.
done

yes

79, 83
yes
65

43
43-44
47

yes

79, 83

77

yes

re-ordered to some extent

yes

Goal revised to, "Review requirements for commercial
landscaping to use a mix of native species with minimal
watering requirements. The intent is to minimize need for
irrigation and support the City’s water conservation
ordinance."
The committee originally suggested developing a river
walk with commercial uses. Based on the apparent shift in
opinion, the commercial objective has been removed
since a linear public space or river walk is already covered
by objective 1: develop the river trail for recreation,
transportation, public access to open space, river, and
river habitat.
specific activities are summarized at the end of each
segment and are covered in more detail in Ch. 7

yes

A map of inconsistencies between future land uses and
zoning was included for Segments B and C; an outline has
been added to the single lot zoned WB-1 affected by the
proposed future land use change in Segment B
revised, "Increase the number of street trees and amount
of landscaping in the boulevard increase the urban
canopy along Spokane Avenue.
revised, "…acknowledging the segment's proximity to
downtown and the river, direct flow into residential
neighborhoods, …."

added safety to Goal 4 and added speed reduction to
Objective 3

77, 81, 83
yes
77

78, 83,
88, 89+

78, 82, 87

76

76

77

yes
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6
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6

12/7/2020
12/7/2020

6
6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

12/7/2020

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021

6

Goal 4 Obj includes two different
actions with vastly different
considerations and should be separated
from each other
Seg A add goal for underpass for Baker
Ave bridge
Seg A Goal 9 combine objective 4 under
objective 3
Seg B future land use map - need to
protect wetlands, preserve open space,
build infrastructure before increasing
development potential
Seg B Goal 1 Obj 3 contrary to purpose
of WB-2, should not include
civic/cultural since that is the intent of
the WB-3 downtown
Seg B Goal 4 Obj 1 needs revision
Seg B add transportation goal to reduce
speed
Seg B Goal 5 Obj 5 park and ride lots
are not just for transit user so separate
from transit
Seg B Goal 6 Obj 2 should be first
objective listed
Seg B Goal 7 Obj 2 and Implementation
#6, setback should be wider than 20-ft

Seg B future land use map - why is
Baker alignment not at back of
commercially zoned properties
Seg B Implementation #4 need more
buffering for auto sales lots; reduced
parking standards should be stated
more definitively
revise Seg C Goal 12 language about
drought resistant landscaping
Seg C Goal 1, include consistency with
City policy and goals; add goal about
compatible development
Seg C Goal 2 Obj 1 - make part of City
policy. Add objective to develop
information sheets for County to
distribute to developers, including
advantages of annexation. Add
objective to closely monitor and
comment on proposed rezoning in the
County in coordination with Kalispell.
Add objective to work with C. Falls and
Kalispell to create criteria for zone
changes along highway corridors in the
County. Add objective for City policy
regarding tree retention.
Seg C Goal 3 and its objectives - include
light industrial
Seg C Goal 4 - reconsider. Can
infrastructure handle more infill? Add
objective to create and maintain a map
of areas available for infill to direct
development. May have unintended
consequences. Should not be a free for
all for developers.
Seg C add goal to Growth Policy about
developing criteria for annexations?

Seg C Goal 5 - broaden Objective 1 so
not just highway frontage. Provide
example of zone to be created in
Objective 2. Add timeline to Obj 3 and
include language about coordinating
with other cities.
Seg C Goal 6 clarify if DEQ policy
overrides City policy
Seg C Goal 7 add objective to oppose
reducing these standards and to
maintain Scenic Corridors
Seg C Goal 8 Obj 7 clarify County's
involvement in this
Seg C Goal 9 include info on how
Kalispell planned for bus shelters, but
no advertising. Create map of where
bus pull-outs and shelters should go so
developers know what is expected. In

done
77
added a new objective to Goal 8
they are 2 different actions- one is to obtain land for
parks, the other is to develop an existing park
infrastructure is built by developers, not the city; the
wetlands in Segment B are located further west than any
changes to FLU shown and city regs better protect these
non-USACE jurisdictional wetlands than the feds
Revised objective to be consistent with WB-2 intent

77
77

79
made more general - the median should be landscaped
Added to Goal 4, Objective 2
Goal 5 was modified to include car-pooling; objective 5 is
not limited to transit
done
In the WB-2, the front yard setback is 20-feet but not all
properties adjacent to highway have the highway as their
"front". In Segment B goal 1, added a bullet to Objective 2
to add a Highway 93 landscaping setback of 25-ft to WB2. Also added to implementation activities.
topography, current development patterns, and existing
ROW the City has already obtained for the future road
dictate otherwise
In Segment B goal 1, added a bullet to Objective 2 to add
a Highway 93 landscaping setback of 25-ft to WB-2. Also
added to implementation activities. Modified parking
item slightly.
Objective changed to "Encourage a mix of native species,
especially those with reduced watering needs."
Now Goal 2, added projects should be consistent with the
community’s vision for the segment (which includes
compatible development)
City already closely monitors and comments on
development proposals in the County which are of
interest.

done
moved goal further down list to after caveat about city
policy, replaced objective to include benefits of locating in
the City versus the County in informational sheets for
developers (introduced in the previous goal).

objectives outlining criteria for annexation are already
included: commercial property needs a development
agreement with Council, and it will take on the new
highway transitional zoning district; all other annexation
policy is in Extension of Services Plan.
agree- modified to include all commercially zoned lots in
corridor; an example of a potential highway transition
zone is already provided in a sidebar; timing is dependent
on changes to City policy, which has been added.
this goal has been deleted- the water and wastewater
upgrades are already underway, and this goal is irrelevant
to the corridor
opposition to reducing standards is not an objective and
is implied; there are no designated Scenic Corridors in the
corridor planning area.
this task was not included in the RFP for the consultant
developing the Trans Plan - objective deleted
Asked Planning Director for Kalispell - they do not have
future bus stops/shelters mapped but do direct
subdividers to check with Eagle Transit about need for
stops. Obj 1 added, "as far from the road shoulder as is
fiscally and physically practical"
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80
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79, 83

84
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6

1/4/2021

6

1/4/2021
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2/11/2021

7

obj 1 indicate how far from highway
shoulders the separated path should
be.
Seg C Future Land Use map - BSC
should be shown as island not a block
or strip. Consider reducing depth of HT
designation on west side of highway.
work with Eagle Transit since they have
the funding; do not create tourist trap
trolley
Seg C Seg C Goal 10 Obj 3 and
Implementing Activities - use more
forceful language; move items 4 and 5
to end since far off future
Seg C Transitional Zone example delete personal services. And separate
first sentence of last paragraph.
Seg C Goal 12 agree with
adding/emphasizing use of native
species
Seg B Goal 7 Obj 2 needs more heft,
suggest larger 50-ft setback like
proposed in Seg C Hwy Transition zone
everyone will need more than a week
to review the complete draft plan
p. 91, top right panel, add requirement
for parking to rear of building

2/11/2021

7

p. 92 top left panel, concern about
allowing small retail uses
New transitional zone in Segment A in
tandem with a downtown-wide (rather
than just WR-4) overlay
not in favor of an ACUP for Special
Provisions to Lots
landscaping setback for WB-2 should be
>25-ft
improvements to Canoe Park do not
need to wait for new Spokane bridge
include an appendix with
implementation timeline for all 3
corridor plans
The County zoning compliance permit
should be just a City Action
include road extension from 13th
St/Flathead Ave/18th St to Karrow Ave

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

2/11/2021

7

timing of Baker Ave project should be
same or before Spokane Ave projects

2/11/2021

7

tourist trolley undesirable

No changes because the Business Service Center covers
the area already zoned as Business Service by the County.
The depth of the Highway Transition zone covers the area
already zoned as Secondary Business by the County.
As part of the Transportation Plan update, the city is
working, and will continue to work, with Eagle Transit and
SNOW Bus to expand local service options.
City has no authority to dictate what the County does, all
we can do is ask politely. Moved items 4 and 5 to bottom
of implementing activities list.
done
Objective revised to, "Review requirements for
commercial landscaping to use a mix of native species
with minimal watering requirements. The intent is to
minimize need for irrigation and support the City’s water
conservation ordinance.
In the WB-2, the front yard setback is 20-feet but not all
properties adjacent to highway have the highway as their
"front". In Segment B goal 1, added a bullet to Objective 2
to add a Highway 93 landscaping setback of 25-ft to WB2. Also added to implementation activities.
understood
already required Special Provisions for Mixed-Uses and
Non-Residential (commercial) Building Development
Standards, but has not had enough time to result in new
designs (2020)
Clarified only allows uses currently permitted in WB-2
revised

88

88

86
yes
87

79, 83

91
92

yes

92
92
92

clarified timing of path only dependent on bridge

the County still needs to take action to make this happen
It is an important connection but outside the plan
boundary - will leave this for the Trans Plan Update
currently under way. Greenwood extension is somewhat
different in that the City owns the land that would be
involved, and the west side of any new river crossing is
within the plan boundary.
Public Works says the truck designation requires
improvements, improvements require ROW, ROW will
take time
no mention of trolley, but agree service needed/desired it
is not just for visitors. deleted, "…hotel guests and
restaurant patrons with an option for…"

93

94
yes

96
98

